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Abstract
Grid computing applications are challenged by current
wide-area networks: firewalls, private IP addresses and
network address translation (NAT) hamper connectivity, the
TCP protocol can hardly exploit the available bandwidth,
and security features like authentication and encryption
are usually difficult to integrate. Existing systems (like
GridFTP, JXTA, SOCKS) each address only one of these
issues. However, applications need to cope with all of them,
at the same time. Unfortunately, existing solutions are of-
ten not easy to combine, and a particular solution for one
subproblem may reduce the applicability or performance of
another.
In this paper, we identify the building blocks that are
needed for connection establishment and efficient link uti-
lization. We present an integrated solution, implemented
within the Java-based Ibis runtime system. Our NetIbis im-
plementation lets applications span multiple sites of a grid,
and copes with firewalls, local IP addresses, secure com-
munication, and TCP bandwidth problems.
1 Introduction
The promise of grid computing is to let performance-
hungry applications simultaneously tap the aggregated
power of multiple sites of a grid environment. For this pur-
pose, grid applications need to communicate across the in-
dividual sites, using available wide-area connections of the
Internet.
Grid application runtime systems originate from tradi-
tional parallel computing. Here, all nodes are directly con-
nected using high-performance local or system area net-
works (LANs or SANs). Within a parallel or cluster com-
puter, connectivity is unrestricted and communication pro-
tocols are provided that can successfully exploit the band-
width capacity of the LAN or SAN. However, integrat-
ing multiple parallel computers across wide-area networks
(WANs) causes additional problems for application runtime
systems:
Connectivity To protect their machines from intruder at-
tacks, many site administrators have drastically restricted
the connectivity to the Internet. Many sites are using fire-
wall routers, non-routed private networks [16], or hide their
machines viaNetwork Address Translation(NAT) [5]. The
most common way to achieve connectivity in the presence
of firewall routers is to selectively open some TCP ports.
However, this approach violates site security and requires
manual interaction of site administrators. The SOCKS pro-
tocol [14] allows building general-purpose TCP proxies in
combination with firewalls and NAT. SOCKS enables se-
cure connectivity but it is known for inferior performance.
Performance Because of its congestion-control mecha-
nism, TCP/IP is the only ubiquitously available protocol
suite. Also, because of its congestion-control mechanism,
vanilla TCP can hardly exploit the bandwidth capacity of
WAN connections. One option to improve TCP perfor-
mance in WANs is to use multiple TCP streams in paral-
lel. The Globus implementation of GridFTP [1] is probably
the best-known tool implementing this approach. Alterna-
tively, WAN performance can be improved using data com-
pression, as implemented, e.g., in the AdOC library [11].
Security As WAN connections across the Internet are vul-
nerable to attackers, many applications require authentica-
tion of communication partners and privacy based on en-
cryption, features that are not considered at all in traditional
application runtime systems. For TCP, authentication and
encryption is implemented in the Transport Layer Security
protocol (TLS) [4], a successor of the Secure Sockets Layer.
All of the solutions mentioned above only address in-
dividual problems of WAN communication. Applications,
however, need to address all these problems. Unfortunately,
existing solutions are often not easy to combine, and a par-
ticular solution for one subproblem may reduce the applica-
bility or performance of another. In this paper, we present
an integratedsolution addressing all WAN-specific prob-
lems for grid application runtime systems outlined above.
For example, our NetIbis implementation of the Ibis run-
time system allows the use of data compression over paral-
lel TCP streams through firewall routers. NetIbis uses TCP
splicing for connection establishment through firewalls, and
uses its own dedicated proxies for message routing on ma-
chines that lack direct connectivity. Orthogonal to connec-
tion establishment, NetIbis can use parallel streams, as well
as data compression and encryption.
In Section 2 we identify the building blocks for WAN
communication. In Sections 3 and 4, we discuss possible
methods for connection establishment and utilization, re-
spectively. Section 5 presents our Ibis grid programming
environment in which we have implemented our integrated
WAN communication methods. We evaluate the perfor-
mance of our new Ibis implementation in Section 6. Sec-
tion 7 discusses related work, and Section 8 outlines con-
clusions and directions for further work.
2 Building Blocks for WAN Communication
In a grid application, individual processes communicate
with each other. We useconnectionsas basic communica-
tion abstractions. A connection is a logical communication
channel that connects endpoints within the grid application.
Such alogical (application-level) connection may be imple-
mented using available transport protocols, for example us-
ing one or more TCP connections. However, the underlying
transport protocol does not necessarily need to be connec-
tion oriented. For communication in grid environments, we
can identify the following classes of connections:
Data Connections are used to exchange application data
between endpoints. Application processes typically
use many of them, either to communicate with differ-
ent remote endpoints, or to allow individual threads to
communicate independently. Data connections can be
established either statically during application startup,
or dynamically at run time.
Service Connectionsare used to exchange control infor-
mation related to the runtime system, e.g., requests
for data connection establishment. Application pro-
cesses typically have statically initialized service con-
nections. However, dynamic scenarios are also possi-
ble, e.g., when processes join or leave an application at
runtime.
Bootstrap Connections are used to initialize connectivity
of an application process with its peers. This includes
the exchange of addresses and port number informa-
tion. Bootstrap and service connections may actually
coincide.
These three classes of connections have different re-
quirements to the runtime system. Bootstrap connections
have to be established without any pre-existing connection
between the endpoint hosts. This may require using a cen-
tral registry or application-level relays. Service or datacon-
nections can be established via connections already exist-
ing between the endpoints. A negotiation between the end-
points might take place to determine performance or secu-
rity properties.
For data connections, the most important performance
requirement is the achievable bandwidth. Achieving low
communication latency, either for one-way or roundtrip
messages, is usually somewhat less important in a grid envi-
ronment. Another property is the connection establishment
delay. Its importance depends on how frequently a par-
ticular application creates new data connections. As data,
service, and bootstrap connections between a pair of hosts
might be implemented differently, their respective perfor-
mance properties might vary.
Connections, as an abstract concept, have methods to
send data to and to receive data from another node, inde-
pendent of the actual implementation in terms of underlying
transport protocol entities. Establishment and utilization of
a connection are orthogonal operations:
Connection Establishment is the action of creating a path
between two nodes. It has to resolve the connectivity issues
caused by the available transport protocols and mechanisms
like firewalls and private IP addresses. Also, during con-
nection establishment, security properties can be negotiated
and implemented.
Link Utilization is the transfer of data across an already
established connection. Performance properties (like com-
pression) can be applied independently after connection es-
tablishment. For clarity, we use the termlink for an estab-
lished connection.
3 Connection Establishment Methods
For connection establishment, we distinguish between
standard TCP client/server handshake, symmetrical TCP
splicing, and relayed connection establishment. The goal
is to connect under various conditions and for the different
purposes of data, service, and bootstrap connections.
3.1 Standard TCP client/server handshake
The standard way of establishing a TCP connection is a
client/server handshake; see the left part of Figure 1: host
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Figure 1. TCP connection establishment.
Regular client/server handshake (left); TCP
splicing (right).
A is the client, host B is the server. At user level, the server
invokeslisten to express that it is ready to receive con-
nection requests from clients. The client invokesconnect
to send a connection request. The last step is an invocation
of accept from the server to accept the incoming connec-
tion.
At the network level, the connection request is aSYN
packet sent by the client to the server. When the server ac-
cepts the incoming connection, it sends aSYN packet with
an acknowledgment (ACK) back to the client. As a last step,
the client acknowledges theSYN from the server.
3.2 TCP splicing
In addition to the asymmetrical client/server handshake,
the TCP standard [15] definessimultaneous initiation, also
called “simultaneous SYN” or “ TCP splicing” in the litera-
ture. This way of establishing a connection is symmetrical.
At user level, both sides invokeconnect at the same time
to connect to each other. Neither of them invokesli ten
or accept.
At the network level, this mechanism is depicted in the
rightmost part of Figure 1. Both sides send aSYN packet
to request a connection. Then, both sides acknowledge the
connection with aSYN packet containing anACK. As a
result, the TCP connection is established, exactly as with
the client/server handshake. This mechanism requires a
negotiation between both endpoints, however. Since the
nodes have to invokeconnect simultaneously —both act
as clients and do not know whether the other is ready—,
brokering is required.
Firewalls and TCP splicing. TCP splicing is especially
interesting for connections crossing firewalls. Firewallsin-
troduce a change in the connection establishment schemes.
Firewalls are devices which selectively block packets to pre-
vent malicious users to connect to the hosts inside a given
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Figure 2. TCP connection establishment with
firewalls. Regular client/server handshake
fails (left); TCP splicing succeeds (right).
site. Nowadays, most firewalls arestateful: they usually
allow all outgoing packets and drop all incoming packets,
except packets belonging to an already established connec-
tion. Thus, the firewall allows connections going out of the
site and blocks connections coming into the site. Therefore,
a firewall-protected site can contain clients but no servers
(unless explicitly configured otherwise).
Figure 2 depicts a client/server handshake and a TCP
splicing connection establishment between two hosts in dif-
ferent sites, each site having a firewall. On the left, the
client/server handshake fails because the firewall of site B
blocks the incoming connections to host B. On the right,
TCP splicing succeeds in establishing a connection through
the firewalls. When the simultaneousSYN packets are sent,
each firewall goes into a state where incoming packets are
allowed for the given port number. Indeed, both firewalls
consider the connection as anoutgoing connection, and
therefore allow it.
3.3 Relayed connection establishment
In some circumstances, a direct TCP connection —
client/server or splicing— is not possible. The direct
connection may be made impossible by a severe firewall
(e.g., one which even forbids outgoing connections except
through a well-controlled proxy), or by an implementation
of network address translation (NAT) that is incompatible
with TCP splicing. In these cases, the connections have to
go through arelay or proxy running on agateway host: a
machine connected both inside and outside of the firewall.
Here, the client connects to the proxy, and the proxy con-
nects to the server on behalf of the client.
TCP proxies. Proxies are widespread, especially for Web
and FTP protocols. The main versatile TCP proxy is
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Figure 3. Routed messages: all nodes are
connected to a relay located on a gateway ma-
chine accessible from the outside; the relay
forwards messages to their final recipient.
“SOCKS”, which also has been standardized [14]. The be-
havior of a SOCKS proxy is mostly transparent: a client
connects to the proxy; it sends the address of the server
to connect to; once the proxy has established a connection
with the server, the link may then be used exactly like a di-
rect TCP connection. A SOCKS proxy allows an outgoing
connection to cross a firewall; it also allows hosts with pri-
vate IP addresses on sites without NAT to connect to the
outside.
Though it is mostly transparent from theclient side, a
SOCKS proxy is less transparent if thes rver is behind
the proxy. In fact, in this case clients have to connect to
a dynamically-allocated port number on the proxy itself,
which requires some information exchange. Therefore, if a
connection needs to be established between endpoints that
are both behind SOCKS proxies, some negotiation is re-
quired. This is why connections through SOCKS are not
suitable as bootstrap links.
Specific proxy: routed messages. For bootstrap connec-
tions behind firewalls, we propose a technique calledrouted
messages. It is based on a relay located on a gateway ma-
chine visible from the Internet. When a node is started, it
connects to the relay as depicted in Figure 3. When a node
wants to establish a connection to another node, it sends a
request to the relay, which forwards the request to its final
recipient. This is made possible by the connection estab-
lished by each node to the relay. The response and all data
messages are routed similarly by the relay.
Every node connected to the Internet —directly, through
NAT, or through a SOCKS proxy— can connect to the relay
and thus has a bootstrap connection. Connections built with
routed messages are likely to exhibit relatively poor per-
formance. However, their goal is mainly to serve as a boot-
strap link for establishing other connections requiring initial
client/ TCP TCP routed
server splicing proxy messages
Crosses firewalls no yes yes yes
NAT support client partial yes yes
For bootstrap yes no no yes
Native TCP yes yes yes no
Relayed no no yes yes
Needs brokering no yes yes no
Table 1. Connection establishment methods
summary.
negotiation (e.g., TCP splicing). Routed messages are not
supposed to be used for data, except in extreme cases when
there is no other connection method possible.
3.4 Discussion
Table 1 summarizes the properties of the various connec-
tion establishment methods discussed. The first three prop-
erties describe under which circumstances a connection is
possible:
Crosses firewalls indicates whether a connection may be
established between sites protected by a firewall block-
ing incoming connection requests. All methods except
client/server TCP can cross firewalls.
NAT support indicates whether a connection is possible if
a host uses network address translation. Both connec-
tion methods for TCP (client/server and splicing) work
in some cases with NAT, but cannot deal with every
case. Client/server only works when the client does
NAT, not the server; splicing works with NAT only
with NAT gateways based on a known and predictable
port translation rule.
Usable for bootstrap indicates whether the method can
be used without negotiation, i.e., when there is no
pre-existing connection between the hosts. Only
client/server TCP and routed messages are suitable for
bootstrap.
The next two properties are related to performance criteria
and the way the connection created can be utilized:
Native TCP — All establishment methods except routed
messages create native TCP sockets. In contrast,
routed messages links must be utilized by a specific
method. Only native TCP connections can be com-
posed with the utilization methods described in the
next section.
NAT?
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TCP handshake Packets(or proxy ifincompatible NAT)
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Figure 4. Choosing a connection establish-
ment method.
Relayed — Because the data of several nodes are routed
through a unique relay, the relay itself is likely to be a
bottleneck, lowering the achievable bandwidth. Since
the relay adds a receipt/send on the route between the
sender and the receiver, the use of a relay is also likely
to raise the communication latency.
To choose a communication establishment method, the
first criterion is connectivity. Given the network topology
(firewall, NAT) and nature of the link being built (bootstrap
or not), the choice of connection methods is narrowed down
to a set ofpossible methods.
The second criterion is performance, and in particular
the utilization methods usable on the links built. In gen-
eral, the native TCP and non-relayed methods are prefer-
able for composability and better performance, respectively.
Finally, methods without brokering are preferable over the
ones requiring it, since the latter are likely to exhibit a
higher connection establishment delay due to the negotia-
tion phase.
When combining these criteria, we get the following
precedence list: client/server TCP, TCP splicing, TCP
proxy, routed messages, which is depicted in Figure 4. The
best connection establishment method is the first possible
(according to firewalls, NAT and bootstrap) from this list.
4 Link Utilization Methods
In this section, we describe the link utilization methods
which can be used on a WAN. The goal of these methods
is to send and receive data in an efficient and secure way,
over links established with the methods described above.
All utilization methods discussed can be combined: for ex-
ample, it is possible to use compression over secured par-
allel streams. However, to do so, a carefully designed run-
time system is necessary, like our NetIbis implementation
described in the next section.
4.1 Plain TCP socket
The simplest utilization method for a TCP connection is
to invokesend andrecv for each packet of data. How-
ever, this method usually exhibits poor performance with
small packets. Unfortunately, small packets are used fre-
quently in parallel applications.
A solution is to deal with this problem in the interface
of the communication framework. Here, data is aggregated
in buffers. A buffer is sent off due to overflow or due to an
explicit flush by the user. TCP does have a built-in mech-
anism for packet aggregation, called TCP_DELAY, but this
is unfortunately unfit for parallel programming since it adds
significantly to the latency. The alternative, buffering in
user space in combination with an explicit flush, allows dis-
abling TCP_DELAY, and ensures a high bandwidth (around
11.8 MB/s on a 100 Mbit/s Ethernet LAN) in combination
with a minimal latency.
4.2 Parallel Streams
Due to its sliding-window mechanism for congestion
control, TCP’s achievable bandwidth is rather limited, es-
pecially in WANs with high packet latency. To overcome
this limitation, the send window size has to be enlarged be-
yond the amount of data that can be sent in the interval de-
termined by the product of bandwidth and packet roundtrip-
time. For WANs, the necessary window size often lies be-
yond the limits imposed by the operating system. But even
with TCP-modifications likewindow scaling[10], achiev-
ing good TCP performance on a high-latency WAN is still
difficult, due to TCP’s inert recovery from lost packets.
On such high latency WANs, using multiple TCP
streams —orparallel streams— for a single logical connec-
tion can improve the achievable bandwidth by increasing
the window size beyond the operating-system limits. More-
over, using multiple streams has been shown to reduce the
impact of packet loss, resulting in a higher overall band-
width [17]. In order to use parallel streams, sender and
receiver have to fragment and multiplex the data over the
underlying, individual TCP streams.
4.3 Compression
With a fast CPU and a slow network, it may be worth-
while to compress the data before sending it, to maximize
the effective throughput. Most compression techniques
have a tunable compression level, where higher levels result
in a better compression ratio but also cause higher CPU con-
sumption. Some advanced mechanisms of on-the-fly com-
pression, like AdOC [11], are able to dynamically adapt the
compression level according to their environment. How-
ever, in our measurements with thezlib compression li-
brary only the first level of compression turned out to be
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Figure 5. Design of Ibis. The various mod-
ules can be loaded dynamically, using run
time class loading.
useful: higher levels consumed much more CPU time (too
much for real-time application use) for only a limited gain
in compression.
4.4 SSL/TLS security
When data privacy is critical and the connections span
across multiple sites, users may require authenticated and
encrypted communication. This can be performed through
the use of the standard SSL/TLS [4] (Transport Layer Se-
curity) infrastructure, performing data encryption and peer
authentication over a socket connection. SSL/TLS security
may be added over a link built with any of the establishment
methods described in Section 3.
5 The Ibis Grid Programming Environment
We have implemented a runtime system providing ef-
ficient communication for wide-area networks within our
Ibis grid programming environment [19]. The global struc-
ture of the Ibis system is shown in Figure 5. Central is the
Ibis Portability Layer (IPL), a thin interface layer. The IPL
can have different implementations, that can be selected and
loaded into the applicationat run time. The IPL defines seri-
alization and communication and provides interfaces to grid
services such as topology discovery and monitoring. Ibis
currently implements four application programming mod-
els on top of IPL: RMI, group method invocation (GMI),
replicated objects (RepMI), and Satin, a divide-and-conquer
programming model. All of them have efficient implemen-
tations for grids.
The IPL provides one elementary communication ab-
straction,unidirectional message channels. Endpoints of
communication aresend portsandreceive ports. For sup-
porting group communication, one send port might be con-
nected to multiple receive ports, and vice versa.
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Unlike many message passing systems, the IPL has no
concept of hosts or threads, but uses location-independent
Ibis identifiersto identify Ibis nodes. A registry, calledIbis
Name Service, is provided to locate receive ports, allowing
to bootstrap connections.
5.1 The NetIbis Implementation
NetIbis is the implementation of the Ibis Portability
Layer (IPL) used for the work presented here. It is basically
organized in two independent layers (see Figure 6). The up-
per layer implements the IPL while the lower layer, a stack
of drivers, is responsible for matching the specific applica-
tion needs with the underlying networking hardware prop-
erties. NetIbis has been designed to make the communica-
tion paths between send and receive ports completely con-
figurable, either by configuration file or by run-time proper-
ties.
The communication paths are built using one or more
driversorganized as adriver tree. Each driver provides one
single added value, either afiltering capability, like Java
object serialization, or anetworkingcapability like block-
oriented transfer over Myrinet. NetIbis drivers have uni-
form interfaces which makes them interchangeable, allow-
ing to compose complex communication stacks. Each fil-
tering driver may have one or more sub-drivers. Each con-
figured send or receive port communication stack thus is a
tree of zero or more filtering drivers with each leaf being a
networking driver.
Each driver may itself provideinputandoutputfunction-
ality. Together, input and output drivers are used to actu-
ally carry network connections. Each NetIbis connection is
Ibis Node 1
ReceivePort
SendPort
data link
(spliced)
Firewall
Ibis Node 2
Ibis Name Service
Firewall
Blocks all incoming connections
service link
(through relay)
Relay
Figure 7. Service links are routed through the
relay. The data link uses TCP splicing with
brokering through the service link.
an isolated, unidirectional, FIFO-ordered virtual network-
ing link from a source to a destination port.
5.2 WAN Communication in NetIbis
Resolving the WAN connection and communication is-
sues discussed can be simplified significantly by employ-
ing a framework that explicitly supports the separation of
connection establishment and link utilization. For example,
when link utilization is implemented independent of con-
nection establishment, it suddenly becomes much easier to
composedifferent communication layers. In NetIbis, this
principle of separation between connection establishment
and link utilization has been implemented, usingsocket fac-
toriesfor connection establishment, and networking and fil-
tering drivers for link utilization, respectively. Although
the NetIbis architecture also supports networking driversfor
other protocols than TCP, we only used our block-oriented
TCP driver (TCP_Block), because of TCP’s ubiquitous
availability.
Data links and service links. There are three kinds of
links in NetIbis. Thedata linksactually carry data for a
connection of a given message channel. Each data link has
an associatedservice link, used for driver assembly con-
sistency on both endpoints, and connection establishment
negotiation. Finally,name service linksare links between
computing nodes and the name server.
Service links and name service links have low perfor-
mance requirements, although their latency influences the
connection establishment delay for data links; service links
require a connection establishment method able to bootstrap
connections. In contrast, data links are expected to use the
method with the best achievable performance, and may use
brokering through the service link.
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Client
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Figure 8. Software layers in NetIbis corre-
sponding to node 1 in example of Figure 7.
An example is given in Figure 7. Service and name
service links use therouted messagesmethod, through the
relay. The data link uses TCP splicing for direct connec-
tion establishment, and the standard TCP utilization method
with aggregated data blocks.
Socket factories. When a networking driver needs to es-
tablish a connection, it delegates this to a socket factory
which builds the connection using the decision tree shown
in Figure 4.
Figure 8 shows the software layers corresponding to the
scenario of Figure 7 while establishing connections (at the
top) and once the connection is established (at the bottom).
For connection establishment, the name service and service
links rely on connections built by thebootstrap socket fac-
tory; the networking driverTCP_Block relies on thebro-
kered socket factoryfor its data link, since negotiation can
take place on the service link.
Link utilization methods. The various link utilization
methods presented in Section 4 are implemented as
NetIbis drivers. The basic networking driver for TCP is
TCP_Block. Compression is implemented as a filtering
driver based on thezlib. This filter is composable with
other drivers. All the networking drivers rely on the bro-
kered socket factory to establish their data links, and may
thus be composed with the various connection establish-
ment methods.
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Figure 9. Bandwidth obtained with various
methods between Amsterdam and Rennes.
We also plan to implement an encryption driver as a fil-
tering driver using SSL. SSL implementations require either
sockets or standard Input/OutputStreams as their basic data
exchange type. The encryption driver would have to convert
between NetIbis’ basic data exchange type, ByteBuffer, and
Input/OutputStreams.
6 Evaluation
We evaluated the integrated approach using our imple-
mentation in NetIbis on various WAN configurations.
Qualitative results. We deployed NetIbis on multiple
sites in the Netherlands, France, Poland and Germany. Most
of the sites are protected by stateful firewalls, and some use
NAT and private IP addresses. In all cases, we were able to
establish a connection from every node to every other node
without opening ports in firewalls. Most of these connec-
tions are TCP (by means of client/server or splicing), and
thus can reach decent performance with the standard uti-
lization methods.
In the presence of firewalls, NetIbis choosesrouted mes-
sagesfor service links and TCP splicing for data links.
Connections through firewalls were always successful with
splicing, also in combination with parallel streams.
We were less lucky with some of the NAT implementa-
tions, however. It turned out that several NAT implemen-
tations were not fully standards-compliant, and did not let
TCP splicing connections across, even though they should
have. In some cases during our experiments, there was no
choice but to revert to a standard SOCKS proxy.
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Figure 10. Bandwidth obtained with TCP and
parallel streams between Delft and Sophia.
Quantitative results. For our quantitative results, we
measured the performance of the various communication
methods on two WANs.
The first link used for our performance measurement was
the high-latency, low-bandwidth WAN between Amsterdam
and Rennes. The capacity of the link is 1.6 MB/s with a
typical latency of 30 ms. As shown in Figure 9, the achiev-
able bandwidth for plain TCP was 0.9 MB/s (56% of the
capacity). With 4 parallel streams, the bandwidth reached
1.5 MB/s (93%), while the latency remained unchanged.
With zlib compression level-1 enabled, the bandwidth
reached 3.25 MB/s (203% of the capacity). When we
combined both compression and parallel streams, the peak
bandwidth reached 3.4 MB/s with a better overall perfor-
mance than with compression only.
The second link used for our performance measurement
was the high-latency, high-bandwidth WAN between Delft
(The Netherlands) and Sophia (France). The capacity of
the link is 9 MB/s with a typical latency of 43 ms. As
shown in Figure 10, with plain TCP the achievable band-
width was 1.7 MB/s (only 19% of the capacity). With 4
parallel streams, the bandwidth reached 4.6 MB/s (51%);
with 8 parallel streams it even reached 7.95 MB/s (88%).
On this fast link, compressiondegradedperformance: the
bandwidth reached 5 MB/s with compression and 3.5 MB/s
with both compression and parallel streams. Additional
measurements showed that compression could improve the
bandwidth for networks with a capacity up to 6 MB/s; be-
yond this threshold, compression degrades the performance,
with the CPUs used in this particular case.
7 Related Work
Many researchers are working on improving the behav-
ior of transport protocols, especially in the context of wide-
area networks [9]. The results of these efforts are orthog-
onal to our work and can be subsumed automatically, once
deployed. However, due to the site autonomy which is typ-
ical in grid environments, extensions to standard transport
protocols cannot easily be enforced universally. Instead,
grid application runtime systems will have to use whatever
implementation is available at the given sites.
An alternative approach to resolving connectivity prob-
lems in WANs is to build so-called overlay networks, con-
sisting of application-level relays performing data routing
on top of standard Internet protocols. A prominent exam-
ple is implemented by Project JXTA [7], a communication
infrastructure designed for peer-to-peer networks. As mes-
sage forwarding in JXTA is performed using application-
level relays, similar to ourouted messagesmethod for
bootstrap links, it will presumably not be suitable for high-
performance data connections, however [8].
The separation between socket creation and utilization is
already present in the Java language environment with its
SocketFactorypattern. However, the built-inSocketFactory
does not support negotiated methods like splicing, and all
connections must use the same method. Our proposal goes
further by distinguishing between several types of connec-
tions and by introducing negotiation for connections.
The Java CoG Kit [21] provides access to Grid services
through the Java framework. Components delivering client
and limited server side capabilities are provided. So far,
the Java CoG Kit has relied on the communication mecha-
nisms provided in Java by means of standard TCP sockets.
As we argue in this paper, it would be very useful to resolve
network connectivity and performance problems by an inte-
grated solution. As such, adding NetIbis-like functionality
to the Java CoG Kit would be an interesting option. Mul-
tiple higher-level distributed computing paradigms could
then portably and efficiently be implemented using the Java
CoG Kit, without having to resolve the same WAN commu-
nication issues over and over.
A widely used grid programming model is MPI. The
most popular implementation for grids is MPICH-G2 [12],
an MPI implementation over Globus. However, WAN com-
munication methods in MPICH-G2 are rudimentary; it does
not cross firewalls, and the only advanced link utilization
method for WAN is a fixed-ratio compression. PACX-
MPI [6] is an implementation of MPI that has been designed
from scratch for grids. For each grid site, PACX-MPI uses
a dedicated gateway node for relaying messages across the
WAN. This static configuration solves some of the existing
connectivity problems. However, some refactoring would
be needed to implement the whole spectrum of possibili-
ties implemented within NetIbis. Finally, our own MagPIe
library [13] optimizes the performance of MPI’s collective
operations in grid systems. It addresses neither security nor
connectivity as it assumes all connections to be established
in advance.
Both Ibis and MPI are designed for rather fine-grained
communication within grid applications. Alternatively, ss-
tems like Ninf-G [18] and NetSolve [2] are facing fewer
connectivity problems as they solely rely on RPC-based
communication without the notion of long-lived connec-
tions. This simplification comes at the price of supporting
only coarser-grained applications that can tolerate higher
connection establishment delays for the individual remote
procedure calls.
8 Conclusions and Future Work
Applications are challenged by the lack of connectivity,
performance, and security in current grid environments. Ex-
isting systems typically only implement a solution to in-
dividual communication subproblems. Unfortunately, it is
often difficult to integrate existing communication subsys-
tems, or to combine them efficiently. In this paper, we have
presented an integrated solution, allowing, for example, th
use of data compression over parallel TCP streams through
firewall routers. We have implemented our solution within
the Java-based Ibis grid programming environment.
We have identified the building blocks for WAN commu-
nication in grids by characterizing different classes of con-
nections and their requirements. Most importantly, we con-
sider connection establishment and link utilization as two
orthogonal concepts, allowing a combination of different
solutions according to the needs of each individual connec-
tion.
For connection establishment, we have demonstrated
how TCP splicing and relayed connection establishment can
complement the standard TCP client/server handshake to
achieve connectivity in all settings that can be found in cur-
rent wide-area networks.
For link utilization, parallel TCP streams as well as adap-
tive data compression can be integrated with connections,
independent of their establishment mechanism. Our per-
formance evaluation has shown that Ibis can achieve band-
width close to the theoretical maximum when deploying
parallel TCP streams. Likewise, we have demonstrated sig-
nificant bandwidth improvements using data compression.
So far, the NetIbis system implements the basic mech-
anisms to enable WAN communication in grids. The fol-
lowing step in our work is to combine these mechanisms
with grid resource management and information systems.
This combination will allow the automated selection of the
proper communication methods for given WAN settings.
Also, parameter adaptation, like selection of the optimal
number of parallel TCP streams [20] or the dynamic en-
abling or disabling of compression will then become pos-
sible. To validate our approach within a second implemen-
tation, we will integrate our WAN communication meth-
ods into the PadicoTM [3] runtime system which is imple-
mented in C. Such an implementation will give further in-
sights into the performance aspects of our methods.
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